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Limits of Perturbative Nonlinear Light Curve
Analyses: the Case of G117-B15A
M. H. Montgomery, J. J. Hermes and D. E. Winget
Department of Astronomy and McDonald Observatory, University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA
Abstract. This poster examines the nonlinear combination frequencies found in the DAV G117-
B15A. Using multiple epochs of observations we show that the ratio of the amplitude of the
combination frequencies to those of the parent frequencies is not constant in time but rather
varies on a time scale of years. This variation is difficult to explain in any model in which the
modeled nonlinearities are second order, such as that of Brassard et al. [2], which accounts for these
nonlinearities via the conversion from temperature variations to flux variations. In contrast, due to
its extreme sensitivity, the convective light curve model can accomodate these variations with only
modest variations in parameters such as Teff.




Combination frequencies are commonly found in the Fourier transforms of pulsating
white dwarfs. These frequencies are presumably of a nonlinear origin and contain
additional information about the pulsations and the structure of the star. Two major
attempts have been made to model these nonlinearities. The first, by Brickhill [1],
includes the interaction and feedback between the pulsations and the convection zone
of the star. The second, by Brassard et al. [2], considers the nonlinearities to be due to
the nonlinear relation between temperature change and the visible flux emitted.
The model by Brickhill has subsequently been expounded upon by others [3, 4, 5,
6, 7]. In its current formulation, the photospheric flux leaving the top of the convection
zone is related to the flux entering it at the base of the convection zone, by




where τC ∝ T−Neff is a timescale associated with energy absorption and emission by the
convection zone. It is temperature dependent since the size of the convection zone can
vary greatly during a pulsation cycle. From simple mixing length theories we find that
the exponent N has a value of approximately 90 for DAVs and 23 for DBVs. Thus, even
temperature variations of a few percent can potentially introduce large nonlinearities.
An alternate approach is to assume the temperature perturbations are fundamental
(and therefore sinusoidal). In this spirit, Brassard et al. developed expressions for the flux
nonlinearities in given filter bands accurate to second and third order in the perturbations.
For cases of interest, the combination amplitudes generated were fairly small, such that
the second order and third order expressions should be quite accurate.
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FIGURE 1. Relative combination frequency amplitudes in G117-B15A as a function of time. If the
nonlinear mechanism were predominantly second order and constant in time then the above ratios would
also be constant in time. Note, the modes labeled by F1, F2, and F3 have periods of 215.2, 270.5, and
304.1 seconds, respectively.
We note that Wu [5] also developed analytic formulae for the amplitudes of the
combination frequencies accurate to second order. This approach was based on an
analytical version of the physical model of Brickhill.
A CRUCIAL TEST




where AF1+F2 is the amplitude of the combination frequency F1+F2 and AF1 and AF2
are the amplitudes of the parent modes with frequencies F1 and F2, respectively. For any
second order theory R should be constant, independent of any changes in the amplitudes
of AF1 or AF2.
As a test case, we consider the pulsations in the well studied DAV G117-B15A. Over
several years we have obtained data with the same telescope, filter, and detector [“Argos”
8], thus minimizing the chance that changes in the star are due to differences in our
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of observed fourier transform (top panel) and synthetic fourier transform based
on the nonlinear light curve model.
observational setup. In Figure 1 we plot the value of R for the three largest combination
frequencies for the years 2006 through 2010. While the top panel is consistent with R
constant in time, the middle and lower panels are not. These are very difficult to explain
in the context of both the Brassard et al. and Wu models given the observed constancy
of the temperature and luminosity of the star.
NONLINEAR LIGHT CURVE FITS
When τ0 is small we see from equation (1) that Fphot ∼ Fbase, so the convection zone
introduces no nonlinearities. Thus, any nonlinearities will need to come from another
source, i.e., the mechanism of Brassard et al. [2]. Such a mechanism is based on the
nonlinear conversion between temperature and observed flux. Simplifying somewhat,
F ∝ T αV , where αV ∼ 2–6. This makes it clear why this nonlinearity is usually not
dominant since it is much weaker than τC ∝ T−90 for DAVs or τC ∝ T−23 for the DBVs.
From direct fits to the light curves of G117-B15A we find that the value of τ0 is much
smaller than it is for other DAVs. Equally good fits can be found assuming either = 1,
m = 0 or = 1, m = 1 for all the modes, with values of τ0 ranging from 20 sec to 40
sec. As shown in Figure 3, other stars for which we have made fits have values of τ0
larger than this. We have assumed Teff =11630 K for this star [9] but the pulsations seem
to suggest that its actual temperature may be considerably hotter relative to the other
variables in the strip. This would also make sense given that its short period pulsations
would tend to place it near the blue edge of the instability strip rather than in the middle.
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FIGURE 3. Determinations of τ0 versus Teff from nonlinear light curve fits. Our fits suggest G117-
G15A may have a higher Teff than that given in Bergeron et al. [9].
CONCLUSIONS
We have seen that the data on G117-B15A show that the amplitude ratio R of the
combination and parent frequencies is not constant but varies with time well outside the
error bars over a time scale of years. This is difficult to explain in any model in which
the nonlinearities are second order. This poses a problem for the model of Brassard
et al. [2] which accounts for these nonlinearities via the conversion from temperature
variations to flux variations: large temperature variations in the equilibrium model would
be required to change the nonlinear amplitudes. For the nonlinear light curve fitting
model of Montgomery [7] these changes can be attributed to long time scale variations
in the convection zone. This is at least plausible since the depth of the convection zone
is a very sensitive function of the stellar parameters, so that a small change in the star’s
parameters (for instance) could lead to a measurable change in its convection zone.
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